Interceptor CCTV Tower

The new Cerberus Interceptor is a strikingly visible highly
capable deterrent that is armed with the latest cameras and detection.

Intercepetor CCTV Tower
Providing complete peace of mind where
temporary security and monitoring are required.

In-house NSI Gold ARC Monitoring Station

Key features:
Auto tracking
The interceptor’s PTZ camera head will find
the intruder and track them whilst they move.
At the same time the tower will notify the
monitoring station of the incident.

Live audio challenge
When a PIR is activated by an intruder
live audio challenge can be used from the
monitoring station to communicate with the
intruders.
o

360 degree viewing of site
Using a Pan-Tilt-Zoom camera gives the
monitoring station or yourself as the property
manager full coverage of a site.

Interceptor CCTV Tower
Large site coverage with a Interceptor CCTV Tower
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Up to 8 wireless PIRs can be connected on a single site

The Interceptor can connect to 8 remote, wireless PIR sensors, mounted up
to 100m from the Tower.
Upon detection, each PIR will instruct the tower’s camera to rotate, zoom and
focus on the cause of the activation.
The Interceptor is mains powered with a 24 hour integral back-up battery to
provide continuous activation, recording and remote access.

Technical Spec : Interceptor CCTV Tower
The Interceptor CCTV Tower is easily transported and can be deployed with
fully independent operation capability within 20 minutes once on site and is
designed to be left unmanned for long periods of time
Interceptor CCTV Tower Specification
Time to deploy
Height
Power source

20 minutes (approx., depends on site requirements)
6m mast
Mains Power (240V or 110V)
Generator (240V or 110V)

Self-sufficiency
Communications
Audio
Floodlights
Loudspeaker
Alarm functions

24hour 24 volt DC battery back-up facility
Mobile network 3G / LTE / 4G where available
Connectivity will depend on operator availability
Live audo via 24hour alarm receiving centre
LED floodlights available on request
x2 integrated into masthead, detector activated
Adjustable volume
Auto Arm/Disarm
Mast hard-wired (detection creep zone facility)
Multiple channels linked to PTZ presets
External grade PIR sensors

Recording

Continuous recording retained for one month
Recordings retained for up to one month

Notification
Monitoring
Tamper detection

Detection based
ARC 24hour control centre NSI Gold Standard
Built-in power fail detection
Mast detector tamper function

Weight
Base dimensions
CCTV signage

485 Kg
Approx 1.25 metre2
CCTV signage is included that meets statutory Data Protection Act and
ICO regulations
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